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Background 
In March 2021, a survey was conducted with our 

Key Stage 2 children to ascertain their perceptions 

of the integration of digital technology into their 

learning. Data was collected from 240 children in 

8 classes, Y3 to Y6, via an anonymous 

SurveyMonkey questionnaire. 

 

 

 

 

 

Context 
The survey was conducted shortly after the full 

re-opening of school after the Spring 2021 

Lockdown. It is worth noting that the majority of 

children had been engaged in blended/home 

learning since January 2021 and this will almost 

certainly have had an influence on some of their 

responses. 

The Y6 cohort have had 1-1 access to ipads since 

Autumn of their Year 5. Year 5 have had access 

since September 2020 and Year 4 later in the 

Autumn Term and Y3 from January 2021. 

The Review should be read in association with the 

Digital Vision and Digital Action Plan. 



 

 

 

 

 

The big picture: results show (key findings) 
 

Overall: Very positive, 130 out of 140 average significantly positive. 
 

‘Significantly negative’: none in Y5, very little in other year groups, 
highest in Y6 (still below 10). 
 

Closer detail (key findings) 
 

Y5 highest average score 
Y6 lowest average score of 76 

Context to look at key findings in more detail 

 

• All staff have varying levels of confidence, competence & enthusiasm to 
invest time to use tech effectively- is it a good idea to identify training 
plans? 

• Y5- supply (low confidence in using tech, no training) staff long term 
illness, recently returned- no updated training as yet provided.  

• Y6- continuous changes to class teacher for Beech since Sept due to 
Covid (TA covered class, 2 teachers working from home Covid & 
pregnancy- short term change to priorities to enable new routines 
(teaching remotely). 

• New member of staff & NQT.  Training has not been given for classroom 
use of iPad. 

• Optional Zooms all staff attended & keen to learn  

• Time has been highlighted as a factor- staff time for training & help. 

• Jenny has helped with troubleshooting/sharing  

Moving forward... 

 
 

• A clear training plan for all staff- could 
this be a flowchart- to be bespoke for 
staff? Offered as optional or for those 
who need 

  

• Science of design- functionality of 
iPads & how we use day to day e.g. 
screen mirroring to celebrate work/ 
share WAGOLLS, audio recordings 
children have ownership etc. 

 

• Can we look at coaching & mentoring 
for Digital Learning?Invested a lot of 
money... data also shows initially 
children enjoy using iPads..need to 
prevent the dip...is this due to no new 
skills? 

What are the barriers? 
How can we overcome these? 

 
 

• Time!! Ideally time for Jenny to support 
needs based on training 
menus/coaching/mentoring  

 

• Staff confidence & perceptions of tech use: 
staff survey/ conversations- what would 
help staff to use iPads to enhance 
learning? 

 

• Do we need to add Digital Training plan for 
new members of staff or returning 
members of staff? It’s an area staff can 
very easily get behind in which then 
impacts on the offering to the children. 



 

The big picture: results show (key findings) 
 

Overall: Very positive, 120 out of 140 average 
significantly positive. 78.7 average. 

 
‘Significantly negative’: 10 out of 140.  Neutral 
50% 
 

Closer details 
 

Significantly negative gets lower as children 
younger. 

Significantly negative highest in Y6 but still 
less than 10. Neutral highest in Y6 

 

Moving forward... 

 

Priorities  

 
SAMR model essential!! 
 
-How are we including iPads as part of the 
learning journey for quality outcomes? 
 
Do we refer to iPads as learning tools? 
 

What are the barriers? 
How can we overcome these? 

 

• Knowing the functionality of iPads- once confident with this, the flow of 
integration becomes more seamless- more possible to allow choice for 
children too. 

 

• Apple teacher badges to be achieved- lots can be learnt through 
achieving these and noticing what can be done. 

 

• Celebrate Apple Teacher badges with frames around school- starting 
in office. Jenny waiting for Ikea to open!! 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The big picture: results show (key findings) 
 

Overall: 120 out of 140 feel iPads are use about the right 
amount of time. 

Significantly too little is more than significantly too much 
 

In Y6, Y5 and Y3, the data shows the children feel the iPads 
are used significantly too little. Y4- very small slight increase of 

too much- 12/10 
 

Moving forward... 

 

Priorities  

• Children appear to believe they use them ‘too little’- are we finding ways to 
integrate across subjects? 

 

• Are we being DELIBERATE with our use of iPads? 

• Are we providing choice to children? 
 

• Our marking & teaching and learning policy needs to be updated... work done on 
iPads saved on Showbie.  

 
Evidencing work... 

• Do we need to write SHOWBIE in books next to an LO when completed digitally? 
Needs to be something we can sustain. 

• Auditor account available. For subject leaders- work to be unarchived when 
needed. Duplicating saving work elsewhere & printing adds to staff workload. 

• Do we need a marking policy for Showbie work? Or this just needs to be in line with 
book marking e.g. red pen.  

What are the potential barriers? 
How can we overcome these? 

 

• Add to Teaching & Learning policy our use 
of Digital Learning 

 

• Clear vision for Digital Learning- this was 
created with J24- iPads to enhance 
teaching & learning, develop children’s 
digital skills, to provide choice, inclusivity 
for learners and to engage. How can this 
be shared in a few lines with children & 
parents? 

 

• Making sure we plan ahead- SAMR model, 
inclusion, choice, engagement, remove 
barriers. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The big picture: results show (key findings) 
 

Overall: Neutral, about the same writing done now with iPad use at 110 
out of 120. 

The significantly less is highest in Y6 and the significantly more is low at 
around 10. 

Moving forward... 

 

• What do we consider as writing at Parkdale? 
 

• If typing our writing removes barriers for SEND & reluctant writers/messy writers 
and results in higher engagement & better outcomes...is it ok for children to type- 
balancing out handwritten and typing? 

 

• Are children given the choice- handwritten or typed? 
 

• In Y6, are children at the moment doing less writing for another reason? Speak 
to Y6 team.  

The big picture: results show (key findings) 
 

Overall:  Neutral is high at 100 ish out of 120 
Significantly worse= Y6 highest, Y5 and Y3 lowest with Y4 close. 

Significantly better is higher than neutral in Y5 

Moving forward... 

 

• Do we want to have a key focus on use of IPad to improve writing? Lots of our 
upcoming digital projects have a real focus on writing e.g. Y5 journalistic 
interviews to lead to video/green screen news broadcast/ Y6 documentary 
writing. I think this could be powerful!   



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The big picture: results show (key findings) 
 

Overall:   
Y5 use iPads significantly more than half the most.  

Y6 is the lowest rate of ‘significantly more than half’- this doesn’t 
match their concern? 

Moving forward 
 

• Would it be useful to have a reflection crib sheet linked to 
‘Why this, why now’- could this link to Learning Expert 
Programme or our vision for Digital e.g. does it enhance 
children’s Digital skills, does it remove barriers, does it 
engage etc? 

‘Digital Natives’ 
 

Could this be based on the language we 
use...reduce screen time/video games 
etc? Does this show overall link with 

messages children hear from 
parents/society in general? 

 



 

 

 

Ongoing time 

allocated for 

Training  

Our own digital skills not to 
determine what children 
are offered. Identify staff 

who need more help- there 
are varying levels 

Jenny staff meeting time to 
share SAMR model/ why 

this & why now/ why Digital 
is so important 

Jenny to provide 
Coaching & mentoring to 
continue to build on our 
digital learning journey 

positively  

Staff to update whole 
school overview for 

Digital planning document 
on SharePoint 

Updates & changes to 
Teaching & Learning policy 

Marking policy  
Let staff know  

Staff survey 
Staff voices to identify 

next steps- what do they 
need? 

Jenny release time for 
1:1 training Kiah 

Digital Learning can/should 
support/enhance  all 

subjects- subject leaders to 
find links & include in 
monitoring process.  

Possible strategic next 
steps.... 

Time given for staff to 
take risks digitally. 
Important part of 

process  

Share strategies for 
iPad use to enhance 

writing  

How can we provide 
‘power of choice’ to 

children? 

Digital Learning focus group 
of children e.g. 2 children Y3, 

Y4, Y5, Y6. Share 
thoughts/feedback with 

Digital Lead based on set 
focuses   

Think as a scientist, 
artist, architect, 

philosopher...research 
based. 


